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Executive Summary
Highlights
●
●
●
●

Terra is an ecosystem built around Terra blockchain’s algorithmic
stablecoins, backed by the LUNA token.
The core protocols include permissionless stablecoins, lending, saving,
and investing products. More applications are being rolled out in the
near horizon.
One distinction of Terra is its mass adoption value outside the native
crypto world. Terra stablecoins are being used to settle transactions at
a large scale by payment and e-commerce services, starting in Korea.
The team (Terraform Labs) has a good product and executive track
record. They are backed by credible, high-proﬁle VCs and corporate
investors.

Risks
●

●

Metrics

LUNA

Price

$17.08

Circulating supply

412,198,602.09 LUNA

Total supply

1,000,000,000 LUNA

Circulating market cap

$7,061,367,916

Fully diluted market cap

$16,971,366,928

Percentage return
Asset

Symbol

3m

6m

1y

Terra

LUNA

+6%

+194%

+3099%

Bitcoin

BTC

–9%

–4%

+298%

–16%

+71%

+732%

Ethereum ETH
System stability: The biggest risk is Terra’ stablecoins losing their peg
to ﬁat currencies. In reality, the system has demonstrated its ability to
handle severe market crashes such as May 2021, where it only lost a
few percentage points before recovering swiftly.
Other risks include: government restrictions, competition with other
stablecoins, and broad crypto market risks.

LUNA price

Source: coinmarketcap, vseth.info. 12 August 2021.

Terra Stablecoins
Stablecoin Mechanism
●
●

Terra stablecoins are pegged to ﬁat currencies. Currently, the most
used ones are the US Dollar (UST*) and Korean Won (KWT*).
The pegs are algorithmically maintained via an elastic money supply
policy.
○
Expansion: When the price of 1 UST > 1 USD, the system
mints and introduces UST to the market, and buys back LUNA.
Arbitrageurs are incentivized to purchase UST at peg price by
swapping Luna for UST on-chain, and then sell the newly
minted UST at the open market (exchanges) to realize proﬁt.
○
Contraction: Conversely, when the price of 1 UST < 1 USD,
The system mints and introduces LUNA to the market and buy
back UST. Arbitrageurs can buy UST for cheap at the open
market and purchase LUNA on-chain with UST at peg price.
Then they can sell LUNA at the open market to realize proﬁt.
○
This mechanism alters the the UST supply for the price to meet
the peg.

Key Beneﬁts
1. Permissionless and private: In theory, Terra’s users control
their own money. Stablecoins are an important part of crypto’s
liquidity (~$110b total market cap**). However, most of the
current stablecoins volume are accounted for by “centralized”
stablecoins (USDT, USDC, BUSD) backed by the USD reserve of
their issuers. These stablecoins can be frozen by the issuers.
2. Transparency: Statistics such as transactions or volume are
transparent on the blockchain. Changes to the protocol are
voted openly.
3. Integration with DeFi: Terra stablecoin users can use products
on Terra’s ecosystem such as lending, borrowing, investing. Terra
also connects with other blockchains (e.g. Ethereum, Solana),
enabling more universal usage.
4. Ease of use: The product is intuitive and easy to use. Any user
can open a Terra Station wallet given some instructions.

Luna token:
●
LUNA has two main uses 1) as a price stability mechanism stated above and 2) as stakes by validators to run the Terra blockchain.
○
Note that 1 UST is always equal to 1 USD worth of LUNA in order for the peg mechanism to work.
○
Validators stake Luna to validate Terra transactions and are rewarded accordingly.
○
Additionally, LUNA token can be used as the collateral for other DeFi applications.
*T stands for Terra
**Source: Messari.io

Consensus mechanism
States of Luna token
●

●

●

●

PoS blockchain: Terra runs on Proof-of-stake (PoS) blockchain, built on
Tendermint SDK. Tendermint SDK by Cosmos is a popular blockchain
builder that allows for high throughput (scalable to 10,000 TPS) and
interconnectivity with other blockchains.
Validators network: The validators (ie. stakers) network has three main
functions: 1) run a full node to validate transactions on the blockchain, 2)
act as price oracle to maintain exchange rate, and 3) participate in
voting on governance proposals such as protocol upgrades.
Validators incentives: Validators have to stake LUNA, and are rewarded
via gas, taxes - transaction fees (0.1% to 1%), and seigniorage (burning
of LUNA supply*). Currently the network have 110 validators, with the
goal of having up to 300 validators.
Retail staking: Retail LUNA holders can delegate their tokens for
designated validators to stake and receive yields.

*As of August 2021, Terra will soon enable Columbus-5 upgrade to burn
LUNA. The mechanism and effects are similar to Ethereum EIP 1559.

Terra’s savings application: Anchor Protocol
Use cases:
●
Simple household savings products that is easy to use and have a
stable interest rate.
●
Long-term vision: become DeFi’s benchmark interest rate,
determined by the yield of the PoS blockchains with highest
demand.
Mechanism:
●
The lender deposits UST in Anchor, and receives a target interest
rate of around 20% (paid in UST). This rates is available thanks to:
1) borrowers’ interest payment, 2) collateral yield from staking, and
3) subsidies from Anchor’s reserves.
●
The borrower has to provide collateral (bonded LUNA) to borrow
UST. The maximum Loan-to-value (LTV) ratio is 60% beyond which
the collateral will be liquidated.
●
Borrower are supposed to pay an interest rate of ~20% APR.
Currently, however, Anchor is airdropping to ANC tokens to
borrower, resulting in a positive borrowing APR (paid in ANC).
Principal protection:
●
Liquidation protocol designed to guarantee the principal of
depositors. The protocol pays back “at risk” loan using liquidation
contracts stated above.
●
The protocol is also partnering with insurance provider to
guarantee the UST peg.

Note: borrowers are not currently paying to borrow yet due to ANC
inﬂation policy.

Anchor (ANC) token usage:
Governance mechanism for protocol upgrades.
Provide incentive to borrow.
Create liquidity pool to swap ANC <> UST.
Airdrop to Luna stakers to incentivize usage.

Terra’s synthetic assets application: Mirror Protocol
Use cases
●
Issue and trade synthetic (or mirrored) assets that track price of
arbitrary real world assets. They are effectively asset-backed
derivatives.
●
Enable fractional ownership, enhance transaction efﬁciency,
24/7 trading, and reduce the needs for middlemen.
Mechanism:
●
Basic operations:
○
Mint & burn: anyone can mint an mAsset by locking up
collateral (150% value for stable coin, 200% for
mAsset). This person is effectively shorting the asset.
She can subsequently burn the initial mAsset amount to
receive the locked collateral.
○
Buy & Sell: Investors and traders can buy and sell
mAssets on the Mirror webapp. These assets are also
tradable on AMMs like Sushiswap.
○
Yield Farming: mAssets can be put in liquidity pools for
users to receive trading fees and yields in Mirror (MIR)
tokens.
●
Price peg:
○
To maintain the peg of synthetic assets to real-world
assets price, the protocol rely on a network of oracle
feeders and arbitrageurs.

Example: Trading on Mirror protocol.
Mirror (MIR) token usage:
Protocol governance token for upgrades and whitelisting assets
that can be traded.
Provide incentives to Mirror stakers, LPs of yield farms, Luna
stakers.
Protocol revenues are accrued via on-chain transaction fees.

CHAI Pay - Allowing adoption for the mass
Summary
●
●
●

●

Current Traction (from Chaiscan):

CHAI: mobile payments dApp that allows consumers pay for
items online by simply adding their bank account.
At the backend, CHAI transactions are conducted using Terra
stablecoins and blockchain network.
For merchants, CHAI offer a signiﬁcant beneﬁts by allowing for
quick settlements time (6 seconds vs 7 days of traditional cards
system) at a fraction of the transaction fees (0.5% vs 2.5% to 3%)
Founded in 2019, it has been funded by prominent backers and
corporations such as SoftBank Ventures Asia or Hanhwa. As of
June 2021, it has raised $75M in funding.

●
●
●

Strategy:
●

●

Chai total users. Source: Chaiscan

KRW 2B (US $2M) in daily payments volume
108k transactions
64k daily active users, 2.5m total users (5% of Korean
population)

Partner with premium merchants and payment apps (eg. Kakao,
Samsung), e-commerces, travel booking services, to expand its
network of accepted merchants.
While currently mostly limited to Korean market, the company is
planning to expand to other countries by integrating with
international and local services.

Ecosystem Overview

Monetary ﬂow
Luna Value
●

●

●

Overall, the system is designed to build around and
incentivize the usage of Terra stablecoins (eg. UST).
As the usage of applications (Anchor, Mirror, Chai,
etc.) increases, the demand for UST volume
increases, creating a positive feedback loop.
Luna holders are directly beneﬁted from this process
as Luna incurs value via transaction fees and supply
burn.
Applications’ tokens such as Mirror (MIR) and Anchor
(ANC) are native to their protocols and do not have a
direct effect on Luna price. However, an increase in
price or volume of these tokens can draw attraction
to the ecosystem as a whole.

Risks
●
●

●

●

Stablecoins losing their peg.
Systemic risks between the protocols. For example, a
severe market crash in Luna price can cause extreme
liquidations of loans on Anchor.
Negative demand feedback loop as DeFi protocols
face struggles (eg. no more incentives to borrow,
regulation risks on synthetic assets).
Inﬂationary token schedule may create unwanted
selling pressure.

Team & Funding
Core team:
●
●
●
●

Do Kwon (Founder and CEO): Ex-founder Anyﬁ (peer to peer solutions using Mesh
network), Ex-Microsoft Engineer, Stanford CS degree, Forbes 30 Under 30.
Daniel Shin (Co-founder Terra, founder & CEO of Chai): McKinsey, JP Morgan, BSc
Wharton.
Nicholas Platias (Head of Research): Algorithm engineer, machine learning lab founder,
Ex Bank analyst, Stanford CS bachelor and master (on leave).
Marco Di Maggio (Co-author of white papers): Harvard HBS Finance Professor, teach
Fintech for MBA students.

Business team:
●
●

Rahul Abrol (Head of Business and Strategy Terra and Chai): Ex Uber, MBA, CFA.
Matthew Cantieri (General Manager, Anchor Protocol): Ex Microsoft Venture Partner,
Business Development Manager at several tech companies, IB Credit Suisse, Columbia
BA in Econs and mathematics.

Terra projects:
Total venture funding: ~$58M
●

●
●

TransLink Capital, Huobi, Polychain Capita,
lFBG Capital, Kenetic Capital, Binance, etc
(Seed).
Kakao Ventures, 100&100 Venture Capital
(Seed).
Pantera Capital, Galaxy Digital LP, Coinbase
Ventures (Early VC).

Source: Crunchbase

Appendix

LUNA token distribution. Source: rbf capital.

UST/USD price peg over time. Source: Coinmarketcap

Luna current circulating supply breakdown. Source:
terra.smartstake.io

Anchor protocol stats. Source: Anchor Dashboard

Anchor (ANC) Tokenomics
Anchor (ANC) Tokenomics

*mainnet launch: March 2021

Source: Anchor Protocol documentation

Mirror (MIR) Tokenomics

Source: Mirror ﬁnance documentation

*mainet launch: Dec 2020

Summary
Terra is a well-designed economic ecosystem on blockchain that spans digital currency, lending and savings, and
investments. The project is further enhanced by its operational strength in enabling payments and adoption at the mass
users level. The team is strong, and has initially found the product-market ﬁt, which is proven by their good products and
demonstrated tractions of both Terra blockchain and CHAI pay.
Philosophically, the team deeply believes in the future of a universal stablecoin, and hence open ﬁnancial system, to enable
users from even remotely developing countries to have access to ﬁnance.
“If Bitcoin’s contribution to cryptocurrency was immutability, Ethereum expressivity, our value-add will be usability” - Terra
whitepaper.
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Disclaimer
This document is for informational purposes only and should not be construed as advice or a recommendation concerning
any security or other asset, or an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, any security, product, service of
Stratosphère or any fund for which Stratosphère serves as investment manager or general partner, whether existing or
contemplated, for which an offer can be made only by such fund's private placement memorandum and in compliance with
applicable laws.

